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The Button Bash 
A MINIGAME
Created by: Miranda Balossi 
ART 370 3D GAME CHARACTERS
CREATED 3D CELLS  IN ZBRUSH FOR THE 
BIOLOGY IMMUNOLOGY CLASS GAME
Cells that I invented Based on Actual microbiology 
examples:












Lurking above is a harmful bacterium-2 cell
that has spread infinite darkness across 
this game space… 
The only way to defeat the enemy 
and bring back eternal light is to 
activate the large red button 
underneath it. The red button will 
electrically shock the enemy out 
of sight. But…
The large red button can 
only be activated by 
activating six other small red 







It is the job of NK and 
Proto to bring normality 
back!
NK is heading to the first 
obstacle course and Proto is 
heading to the second one. 
NK needs to cross this path 
without contacting the 
underground saw blades.
NK has activated the 
first button!
Proto is entering the second door that 
leads to the next obstacle course.
Proto needs to cross a 
giant log to avoid the 
lava underneath.
Proto has successfully pressed the 
second button!
NK is now approaching 
the third obstacle…
NK is now pushing a large boulder 
in order to activate the button.
Success!
NK is now on the way to the 
fourth stage.

NK is now on the 
fourth stage!
Success!
Proto is now crossing the fifth stage. It 
needs to watch out for the logs!
Success! There’s 
only one stage 
left!
And NK is going to 
be the one to finish 
it off!

All the buttons have been pressed! They did it!

Waiting for dusk to continue the game…
